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DATA PROCESSING ALGORITHMS FOR INFERRING STRATOSPHERIC GAS 
CONCENTRATIONS FROM BALLOON-BASED SOLAR OCCULTATION DATA

I-Lok Chang
The American University 
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Michael P. Weinreb
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information Service
Washington, D.C. 20233

ABSTRACT. In three high-altitude balloon experiments, 
we inferred concentrations of ozone, water vapor, and 
other gases in the stratosphere, using the technique of 
solar occultation. Our objective was to demonstrate 
feasibility of a new technique before implementing it 
on a satellite, and to gain experience with handling 
the data. This technical report documents fully and in 
detail the methods we developed for processing the 
data. It presents the equations that describe the 
atmospheric physics of the measurement and the 
algorithms to solve them. It also presents practical 
aspects of applying the algorithms to real data, 
methods for overcoming aberations and problems inherent 
in the occultation technique, and sample results.

1. INTRODUCTION

A series of balloon-based solar occultation experiments have been conducted 
by the NOAA National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information Service. 
The main objective of the experiments was to investigate the feasibility of 
using a multi-detector grating spectrometer to sense trace constituents in the 
stratosphere by measuring solar absorption. This report presents the data 
processing and the computational aspects of the experiments. Specifically, we 
describe the formulation of the retrieval equations, the reduction of the 
front-end data, and the computations performed to invert the equations to 
obtain constituent profiles. As a part of our attempt to make this report as 
self-contained as possible, we give a brief sketch of the instrumentation. We 
must point out, however, that several physical and mathematical formulations 
we used have been fully explained and presented in journals and books. For 
their derivations, we shall refer the readers to their sources.
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2. INSTRUMENTATION

The instrument is described in Weinreb et al. (1984). In brief, it is a
multi-detector grating spectrometer that detects radiation continuously in a 
number of discrete infrared spectral intervals (channels), six of which are 
described in Table 1. They are located in the absorption bands of HNO ,

o
CF^Cl^, 0^ and H^O. Radiation was focussed onto the spectrometer by a

telescope that provided an angular field of view of 8 arc minutes. A system 
of motors was incorporated to point the instrument at the sun.

TABLE 1. Spectral Intervals for Balloon Spectrometer

Central Half-Power 
Wavenumber Bandwidth

Interval (cm 1) (cm 1 )
Species

1 886 5 Nitric acid
2 930 4 Freon-12
3 980 6 Ozone, low altitude
4 998 3 Ozone, high altitude
5 1507.0 3 Water vapor, high altitude
6 1528.5 4.5 Water vapor, low altitude

3. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATIONS

3.1 Geometry of the Experiment and Formulation of Retrieval Procedures

In June 1982 a balloon carried the instruments to the altitude of 39 km over 
Palestine, Texas. The system collected occultation data for several hours 
until sunset. The next experiment took place in April 1983, at an altitude of 
42 km. The final experiment was conducted in July 1985, from an altitude of 
39 km. From high sun to sunset, the spectrometer system tracked the sun, 
taking solar intensity data at a rate of 20 times per second in each channel. 
During the experiment, radiation from the sun passed through the atmosphere in 
a curved refracted path, and entered the instrument, where it was dispersed 
and detected in the six channels. In each channel, a sequence of solar 
intensities was measured, from the beginning to the end of the experiment.

To designate a ray, we call the point on the ray path that is closest to the 
center of the earth the tangent point of the ray. The altitude of the tangent 
point is called the tangent height. The angle formed by the radial line to the 
balloon and a ray that reaches the balloon is called the solar zenith angle of 
the ray. Figure 1 shows a ray with its tangent point, tangent height, and its 
solar zenith angle.
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For analysis of the data, we picture the atmosphere divided into spherical 
layers which are concentric with the earth. Altogether we used thirty-eight 
concentric layers. The part of the atmosphere of interest is the range within 
the stratosphere from 10 km to 46 km. This portion contains thirty-six 
equally spaced layers, with radial spacing of 1 km. The atmosphere above 
46 km and the portion below 10 km are the two remaining layers (see Figure 1). 
Starting from the top layer (45 km-46 km) and proceeding downward, the 37 
boundary spherical shells that separate the layers are denoted as the first 
shell, the second shell, . . ., the kth shell,..., and the 37th shell.

In each experiment, the calculation that inverted the measured solar 
intensities into a set of concentration profiles took the form of solving a 
system of nonlinear equations,

Ti(C1’C2’ ’V + Ci = t. 1=1,2..........K. (1)

The function x. in each equation is a theoretical transmittance function, e.

is an error term, and the right-hand quantity t. is a transmittance derived

from the measured solar intensities as we shall describe in section 4. The 
unknowns C^C^, . . • ,0^ are concentrations (or mixing ratios) of one or

several species at the boundary shells, indexed according to some scheme 
related to the indices of the boundary shells. Each equation represents a ray 
that enters the spectrometer, defined by its tangent height. Every equation 
is simply a statement that the concentrations C^C^, . . . ,C^ along the path

of the ray should yield a (theoretically predicted) transmittance x. equalling

the measured transmittance t.—to within an uncertainty of c..

Each experiment lasted several hours, as the sun was tracked from a high-sun 
position to sunset. The portion of data we selected for retrieval typically 
began with a solar zenith angle of about 85 and concluded with an angle of 
about 96 . We call the period from the occurrence of a 90 solar zenith angle 
to the end of the experiment the occultation period. Transmittances measured 
within the occultation period in general contained significantly more 
information than those measured at earlier times of the experiment. We call 
the transmittances measured during the occultation period "total 
transmittances", and those before the occultation period "outer 
transmittances". We use "outer" in the sense that the observed ray traversed 
only the portion of the atmosphere above the balloon level. In a typical 
system of retrieval equations described in (1), the majority of the equations 
were equations of total transmi ttances, i.e., t. of such an equation was a

"total transmittance". The remaining equations were equations of "outer 
transmittances".
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A set of rays were chosen to provide the transmi ttances t.. During each

experiment, the balloon drifted slowly, ascending and descending within an 
altitude range of 1.1 km. For the "total transmi ttances", we chose the 
sequence of ray paths which were tangent to the boundary shells, from the 
balloon height downward. For the "outer transmittances", we chose those ray 
paths whose geometric extensions beyond the balloon were tangential to the 
boundary shells (see Figure 2). Thus each ray path provided a transmittance 
t. for one equation in the system (1). The geometric characteristics of the

path, the atmospheric data, and the estimated concentrations C. along the path

constituted the input for the theoretical transmittance function x, in the

equation.

Each transmittance function x. calculates the transmittance along the path

of a selected ray. Because of the need for a fast algorithm to compute such 
forward transmittances, we have adopted a simplified occultation model for 
computing x. . The simplification here concerns the gradual vertical and

lateral drift of the balloon during an experiment. Taking into account the 
balloon motion introduces several complications into the "forward" computation 
of the transmi ttances x , . . . ,x . In all three experiments, the vertical

lx

drift was always within 1 km of a boundary shell. In the experiments of 1982 
and 1985, the balloon moved about the altitude of 39 km. In 1983, it moved 
gradually up and down about 42 km. For all the experiments, one can estimate 
easily and show that two rays that enter the balloon instrument from the same 
tangent height but with a change in the balloon altitude of 1 km differ in 
their transmittances by an amount significantly smaller than the expected 
error contributed by other sources in the experiment. The same conclusion is 
valid also for the changes in the transmittance functions introduced by the 
lateral drift of the balloon. Based on this observation, in each experiment, 
we determined a "mean balloon position". The point always remained fixed on a 
chosen boundary shell. Whenever a forward transmittance x. for a ray with a

designated tangent height was to be computed, the balloon would first be 
"moved" to the fixed position. A slightly altered ray path with the same 
tangent height would then be used to compute the transmittance x.. Thus the

spatial setting for each retrieval calculation took the form of a balloon that 
remained fixed on a boundary shell, observing rays from the sun as it 
descended into the horizon.

3.2 The Geometric Zenith Angle: Calculation and Usage

We now describe a parameter that played an important role in the processing 
of the balloon data. In reducing the data to obtain a set of transmi ttances 
t., . . ., t , we used the angle 0 shown in Figure 3 to locate the rays that

lx
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were to provide the transmittances. We call this angle the geometric solar 
zenith angle of a ray. The angle is the angular span between the radial line 
passing through the balloon and the straight line joining the balloon and the 
sun. In each experiment, in the first stage of data reduction, we began by 
naming a set of tangent heights whose rays would be the sources of the 
transmi ttances {t.}. We then performed a search in the data set to locate a

block of rays for each tangent height. Each block would contain data for rays 
whose tangent heights clustered about the chosen tangent height. Now, the 
data set of each experiment comprised a sequence of "ray records". Each record 
contained the information and measurements for a ray. To locate a cluster of 
rays about a tangent height, we first determined the value that has to be 
assumed by the geometric solar zenith angle 0 ^ ("th" for "tangent height" )

for a ray in order that the actual refracted ray be tangent to the chosen 
tangent height. Then starting at an appropriate point in the data set, we 
examined the "ray records" one by one. At each record, we computed the 
corresponding geometric solar zenith angle 0^ for the ray. The angle eray

was computed from the time of the observation and the ephemeris of the sun.
If 0 matched 0.,—to within a matching tolerance, we considered the search 

ray th
for the rays about the current chosen tangent height completed. We proceded 
to compute a set of average transmi ttances, over a block of rays about the 
current ray. One average transmittance was computed for each channel, thus 
obtaining six average transmittances for the tangent height, to be used as t's

in various systems of retrieval equations.

In computing the angle 0^, we employed a ray-trace method together with

simple interpolation schemes. A derivation of the ray-trace method can be 
found in Watson and Yin (1973). The method computes the geometric zenith 
angle 0 of a ray with a specified tangent height and at a specified balloon 
position. We sketch here the steps involved in the case of a ray with a 
tangent height below the balloon height—a ray that yields a total 
transmittance. For a ray that yields an outer transmittance, the steps are 
similar. From Figure 3, the angle 0 can be expressed as

0 = 0 + 0,

where <p is the true zenith angle of the ray, which includes the influence of 
refraction by the atmosphere. The angle of refraction is o. The angle <p can 
be determined from the refraction equation

. r. sin <b = n r 11 o o
(2)n

where r is the radial distance from the tangent point to the center of the 
o
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earth, r„ is the radial distance of the balloon, n and n. are the indices of

refraction at the points where.the ray intersects rQ and r respectively. A

basic assumption we made in this series of experiments was that the atmosphere 
was spherically symmetric. With this assumption, the.refraction index n(r) of 
the atmosphere is a function of the radial distance r only. For n(r) we used 
the equation n(r) = 1 + C (P(r)/T(r)), generating interpolated values for the 
pressure value P(r) and the temperature value T(r) whenever necessary. For

— 0 o .the constant C, we used the value C = 77.5 x 10 K/mb, obtained from 
The Handbook of Geophysics (1960). The angle o can be calculated from n(r) 
with two integrals

u
2

n r 
o o J0

r (-dn/dr)_____
( r ^ + n ^ dn/dr)

dY

+
n r

o o

r (-dn/dr)_____
( r ** + n dn/dr)

dY

(3)

The variable of integration is Y = cos iJj , where </» is the supplement of the 
zenith angle at a point on the path of the refracted ray (see Figure 3). The 
upper limit Yb in the second integral is cos (rr-</>). The first integral

represents the refraction between the sun and the tangent point; the second 
the refraction between the tangent point and the balloon. In the quadrature 
algorithms we adopted for evaluating the integrals, we used finite differences 
for the values of dn/dr. As an example of a computed geometric zenith angle, 
in the experiment of April 1983, with the balloon at the altitude of 42 km, we 
found that the ray tangent to the balloon height had a geometric solar zenith 
angle of 90 degrees and 0.06 minute, and the ray with the tangent height of 
26 km had a geometric zenith angle of 94 degrees and 4.58 minutes. In the 
first case, the ray tangent to the balloon position had undergone a refraction 
of 0.06 minute. The true zenith angle was of course 90 degrees.

We must point out that, unlike the forward computation of the transmittance 
function x. , the calculation of the geometric zenith angle 0tb of a tangent

height must retain the balloon height as a variable, for the vertical drift of 
the balloon can now affect the computed value of 0 in a significant way.

The argument we give for keeping the balloon fixed on a boundary shell when 
computing x. is no longer applicable for the computation of 0^ if the balloon

drift can be as high as 1 km. For example, in the experiment of 1983, the 
balloon ascended from 40.8 km to 41.9 km during the experiment. Suppose that 
we wish to locate in the data set the part that contains the rays with tangent
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heights In the range of 28 km. In calculating the angle 0 , if we assume a

fixed balloon height of 41 km, where the actual height is 41.9 km, then the
matching method we used may yield a ray whose actual tangent height is above
28 km. Similarly, if the zenith angle 0.. is calculated with a fixed balloonth
altitude higher than the actual balloon height, the matching ray may have an 
actual tangent height that is below 28 km. For this experiment, in the
tangent-height range of 10 km to 30 km, an error of 1 km in balloon altitude 
used for computing 0 can result in selecting a ray whose actual tangent

height can be 0.9 km either above or below the intended tangent height. The 
resulting errors in the derived transmittances can be larger than the 0.01 
error tolerance which we have imposed for this series of experiments. For 
this reason, in the experiments of 1983 and 1985, the computation of 0

required computing its value from the actual balloon height at each "ray
record". As the number of "ray records" examined in each experiment was of
the order of 17,000 records, we have used interpolation of 0.. on the balloonth
heigh to alleviate the computation of 0^. This will be explained more fully 

in section 4.1 .

We shall stop at this point our general description of the experiments. We 
have presented aspects of the experimental setting, theoretical formulations, 
data processing schemes, and the various assumptions we made to simplify the 
retrieval calculation. We now proceed to describe in a more detailed manner 
the conversion of balloon data into the transmittances t ,...,t .

Is.

4. FRONT-END PROCESSING OF THE BALLOON DATA

4.1 Reduction of Balloon Data to Transmittances

In the flight experiment, the data were recorded on tape. In each 
experiment, data in all channels were sampled 20 times in each second. We 
shall call the set of data in one sample a record. The data were transferred 
from the tape to a "front-end" file in the N0AA central computer facility, and 
at the same time some preliminary processing was carried out. The data from 
the spectrometer and from "housekeeping" sensors were calibrated from counts 
to voltage outputs. In the case of the measurement of atmospheric pressure, 
the voltages were converted to units of atmosphere pressure through a 
calibration determined just before the balloon launch. Then we derived the 
balloon altitude by logarithmic interpolation in a table of altitude versus 
pressure provided after the flight by the NOAA/Climate Analysis Center 
(M. Gelman, personal communication, 1983, 1985). The temperature of each of 
the six detectors, also monitored, was derived from a pre-launch calibration. 
On the computer file, each record contained the data of one ray:
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hour and minute in central daylight time, 
balloon height in kilometers,
six channels of voltages to be converted into transmittances, 
six detector temperatures.

In each experiment, a set of tangent heights were selected to provide 
transmittances for the retrieval calculation. Proceeding from the upper 
stratosphere downward, the tangent heights were selected with a vertical 
spacing of 1 km. For the experiment of June 1982, total transmittances were 
determined for the tangent heights 39 km, 38 km, . . . , 22 km. In the 
experiment of April 1983, we were able to obtain total transmittances from 
42 km to 22 km, and outer transmi ttances from 22 km to 42 km (tangent height 
of an outer transmittance is the tangent height of the extended ray). For the 
experiment of July 1985, total transmi ttances were measured from 36 km to 
12 km, and outer transmi ttances from 17 km to 26 km. In that experiment, 
because of two short periods of data loss at the beginning of the experiment, 
we used polynomial interpolation to infer the total transmittances from 38 km 
to 36 km, and outer transmittances from 27 km to 39 km.

The procedure for derivation of the transmittances of the designated tangent 
heights followed the search-and-average method described in the previous 
section (section 3.2). For instance, in the experiment of 1983, to determine 
the total transmi ttances, we started with the search for the ray with a 
tangent height which was closest to the first designated tangent height, 
42 km. Starting from a point in the data set shortly before occultation 
period began, the data were examined record by record. At each record, the 
required geometric zenith angle for a ray to have a tangent height of 42 km 
was first determined as described previously. Then the actual geometric zenith 
angle from the balloon at that moment was calculated (the angle 6ray) • To

calculate the latter zenith angle, first we calculated the latitude and the 
longitude of the balloon using simple polynomial interpolation, interpolating 
in time within a balloon trajectory provided by National Scientific Balloon 
Facility at Palestine, Texas. From time, latitude, and longitude, the zenith 
angle was then calculated using ephemeris equations and ephemeris data 
obtained from The American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac (1981, 1982, and 
1984). The two zenith angles were then compared. When an acceptable match in 
the two angles had been found, a block of rays with the current ray at its 
center was then marked for averaging. The length of the block was 30 rays for 
the first experiment, and 170 rays for the next two experiments. Within the 
block, the voltages of the six channels were first converted to transmittances 
using calibration schemes described in the next section. The transmittances 
in each channels were then averaged to obtain a value representing the 
measured transmittance for the channel at the tangent height. After the 
average transmittances had been determined, the search then continued to 
locate the next block of data for the next tangent height.

In determining the maximum block length of 170 rays for averaging, the basic 
consideration was to avoid having vertical smearing over an extent large 
compared to the instrument' field of view. In each experiment, the vertical
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view of the telescope was 8.5 arc minutes, and the center of the field of view 
moved approximately at a rate of 0.25 arc minute per second. At a data rate 
of 20/sec, the smearing resulting from 170 rays was approximately only 1/4 of 
the vertical field of view.

The method we employed to calculate the geometric solar zenith angle 0th for

a tangent height varied with the experimental conditions. If the vertical 
drift of the balloon was not significant, the angles ©th of all designated

tangent heights were calculated only once, at the beginning of the search, 
with the balloon fixed at the altitude chosen for calculating the forward 
transmittances t. (see section 3.1). If the drift in balloon altitude was not

negligible, the angle 0th of a designated tangent height was calculated at

each "ray record", as the records were examined one by one. Such repeated 
calculation of the geometric solar zenith angle of a tangent height was 
performed with the data of the experiments of 1983 and 1985. We implemented a 
polynomial interpolation scheme for such computation. As an example, in 1983, 
the balloon ascended from 40.8 km to 41.9 km during the period of the 
experiment. First we set up a table that contained four sets of geometric 
zenith angles, one set each for the balloon altitudes of 42 , 41.5 , 41 and 
40.5 km, respectively. Each set is a column of geometric zenith angles 
computed as a function of the tangent heights of the boundary shells, from the 
balloon level downward to the level of 23 km. The angles were calculated 
using the equations in (2) and (3), as we discussed in section 3.2. We saved 
the resulting table of angles in a two dimensional array. After computing the 
table, the linear search then commenced. When searching in the data set for a 
ray for a specified tangent height, at each "ray record", the balloon height 
at the moment served as the independent variable for interpolating a zenith 
angle 0 from among the angles in the table. The interpolation polynomials

were cubic hermite polynomials. We found the method stable and satisfactory.

In the 1985 experiment, there was an additional complexity. Because of
difficulties with the system for pointing the instrument at the sun, the field
of view slowly oscillated vertically on the face of the sun. As a result, the
zenith angle 0 did not increase monotonical ly with time, and there could be 

n ay
more than one time when 0., = 0 . Therefore, to guarantee that the best

th ray
possible time was chosen, we inspected computer print-outs of the data. In
the procedure, the assumption that 0 the zenith angle of the line of

ray
sight, equaled the zenith angle of the center of the sun was no longer true, 
and a correction had to be made for the deviation. The angular correction was 
evaluated from signal^ from a pair of detectors in the telescope, which 
monitored the location of the field of view on the sun's surface.

The procedures we have described above served as the basic procedures for 
the front-end processing to obtain a set of transmittances from the data set. 
Various correction or selection schemes were added at different points to make
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adjustments to the data. For instance, all voltage spikes in the six spectral 
channels were rejected, and in the third experiment, at periods where data 
loss occurred, cubic hermite polynomials were used to provide interpolated 
transmittances.

4.2 Calibration Methods

We transformed the voltages measured during the occultation period to 
transmi ttances by dividing them by the 100% signals, i.e., the signals that 
would be measured in the absence of any atmosphere. In channels 1, 2, and 6, 
the atmospheric absorption was so weak that the signals measured before 
sunset, when the solar zenith angle was relatively small, were essentially the 
100% signals. However, in the other channels this was not the case, and 
direct measurement of the 100% signal was impossible. In these channels, we 
used two different techniques to find the 100% signals. For the 1982 
experiment, we used the relation

NCI) = N(2) [G(i)/G(2)][S(i)/S(2)],

where N is the unattenuated signal (expressed in volts), i the interval 
number, G the gain of the instrument (output volts/input radiance), and S the 
solar radiance. The quantity N(2), the unattenuated signal in interval 2, was 
measured during the flight. The values of G were measured in tests conducted 
in a vacuum chamber before the fligt. The ratios of the solar radiance were 
taken from the literature (Thekaekara, 1971). Interval 2 was used as the 
basis for this procedure because it is the interval in which the upper 
atmosphere absorbs the least. The validity of this technique depended on the 
assumption that G(i)/G(2) was invariant over the time interval between the 
pre-flight vacuum tests and the flight. Although the assumption appeared to 
be valid for the 1982 flight, we had some evidence in the 1983 and 1985 
flights that it was not. Therefore, for the latter two experiments, we 
inferred the 100% signals by extrapolating back to zero airmass the signals 
measured before the solar zenith angle reached 90 . Figure 4 shows an example 
of the procedure. The data in this figure are from the 1985 experiment before 
the solar zenith angle reached 90 . The abscissa is airmass, which is 
represented by the length of the path between the balloon and the altitude of 
50 km, above which it is assumed that there is no absorption. The signal for 
zero airmass is derived from the y-intercept. For example, in channel 4, the 
intercept is 1.567. Thus the zero-path signal is 4.792 volts.

5. RETRIEVAL CALCULATION

5.1 The Transmittance Equations

We now describe the transmittance equations (1) in a more detailed manner. 
The aim of solving the system of equations was to determine an approximation
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to the vertical concentration profile (or mixing ratio profile) of each of the 
constituents: ozone, water vapor, nitric acid, and Freon-12. The set of 
concentrations { , C^, . . ., } ' in each system of equations consisted of

either the concentrations of a single species at a set of selected boundary 
shells, or the concentrations of two species, in the case of nitric acid and 
Freon-12, at a set of boundary shells. Each equation seldom involved the 
complete set of concentrations from to CN- The concentrations {Cj> that

appeared in each equation were only those that contributed to the absorption 
along the ray path.

The "measured" transmittances t^, ... , t^ in each system of equations were

either the outer transmittances and the total transmittances computed by the 
front-end program, or the values from the front-end program with further 
modification to take into account of the absorption by other species of 
molecules. For the water vapor retrieval, each t. was furthered divided by a

transmittance to correct for the absorption due to molecular oxygen (Shapiro 
and Gush, 1966). In the retrieval of nitric acid and Freon-12, the absorption 
due to carbon dioxide was accounted for in the same way, by dividing each t.

by the carbon dioxide transmittance that had been computed once and for all in 
advance (Weinreb and Chang, 1987).

The function x. is a theoretical transmittance function that yields a

transmittance for a ray that passes through a specified tangent height and 
arrives at the balloon. We refer to Weinreb et al. (1984), and Weinreb and 
Chang (1987), for a detailed discussion of the formulation of the 
transmittance functions. In each calculation of x. , the necessary atmospheric

data (pressures, temperatures) were obtained from the height-temperature 
profiles provided by Mr. Melvyn E. Gel man of NOAA's Climate Analysis Center.

The term e. is an error term that includes experimental errors and

approximation errors in the calculation of x.. Studies of sources of error in

the experiments can be found in Weinreb et al . (1984) and Weinreb and Chang
(1987).

A complete system of equations, with outer and total transmittances, and 
usually with t. measured in two channels, is a conglomerate of transmittance

equations of various types. For instance, in a water vapor retrieval 
calculation for the 1985 experiment, the entire system consisted of fourteen 
outer transmittance equations for channel 5 (26 km to 39 km), twenty-four 
outer transmittance equations for channel 6 (16 km to 39 km), twenty-eight 
total transmittance equations for channel 5 (39 km to 12 km), and twenty-eight 
total transmittance equations for channel 6 (39 km to 12 km). With C^, C^, .
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. . , C01_ denoting the concentrations of water vapor at 46 km, 45 km,
35

12 km respectively, the equations were sequenced in the following order,

outer transmittances
■<

T1 (C1...............C8^ + C1 t1

channel 5

T14(C1...............C8)+ C14 = t14

X15(C1...............C8) + C15 = t15

outer transmittances
•<

channel 6

• T38(C1...............C8)+ C38 = t38

total transmittances
<

X39(C1...............C8) + C39 = t39

channel 5

- T66(C1...............C35) + C66 = t66

total transmittances

T67(C1...............C8) + C67 = t67

channel 6

• T94(Cr- ' ’’Sb5 + C94 = t94

12



Altogether the system contained ninety-four equations with thirty-five 
unknowns.

In some retrieval calculations, the number of unknown concentrations 
exceeded the number of equations. Such a system usually has infinitely many 
solutions, all satisfying the equations. For instance, in the experiment of 
1982, no outer transmittance was calculated from the data. In determining an 
approximate water vapor concentration profile that only channel 6 alone would 
yield, the available transmittance equations were the equations of 39 km, 38 
km, . . .,24 km—a total of sixteen equations. The concentrations to be 
determined were those from the top level of 46 km to the level of 24 km—a 
total of twenty-three concentrations. In such a situation, in order to avoid 
having numerous unrealistic but mathematically correct solutions, we always 
reduced the number of unknowns by keeping the concentrations above the 
balloon level constant, fixed at a guessed profile, thus achieving equality in 
the number of unknowns and the number of equations. A discussion of the 
sensitivity of a retrieved profile to errors in the guessed concentration 
profile at the upper levels can be found in Chang and Weinreb (1985).

The procedure just described of using a fixed partial profile is a way of 
resolving the problem of not having enough transmittance information above the 
balloon level for retrieving the concentration profile in that range. We 
present here another method to eliminate the concentrations above the balloon 
level from the transmittance equations. The method is still in the testing 
stage, requiring further numerical results to confirm its numerical stability. 
From Figure 5, observe that with the assumption of spherical symmetry, the 
outer transmittance of ray A is also the partial transmittance of ray B along 
the outer portion of the ray from the balloon level to the sun. If we divide 
the total transmittance t. of ray B by the outer transmittance from ray A, and

assuming multiplicative law of transmittance, then the transmittance equation 
of ray B now involves only the concentrations from the balloon level downward. 
The necessary corresponding modification in each equation in (1) is simply to 
change the calculation of each x. from integrating from the balloon to the sun

to integrating only along the portion of ray B within the boundary shell of 
the balloon. One advantage of this method is that we have eliminated in each 
equation the portion of the concentration profile which is most susceptible to 
noise in transmittance data in a retrieval calculation. Computationally, 
fewer steps are required to obtain a concentration profile because of the 
reduction in the number of unknowns. This method is described in more detail 
in Weinreb and Chang (1987).

5.2 Retrieval Algorithms

The retrieval equations in the system (1) are nonlinear equations. We 
inverted the system using an iterative scheme. The method is a simple 
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. Let t denote the column vector of
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transmittances V V tK, x the column vector of transmittance

functions x^, x^, . t„, and C the column vectors of concentrations C.,
^ (0) 1

C^, . . C^. Starting from an initial estimate C , the method generates a
sequence of concentration profiles C^’+V. • • , to

minimize Q(C)= II x(C) -til , where || x(C) - t || denotes the length of the

vector x(C) - t. The vectorial function x(C) - t is a non-linear function

of C. The iterative minimization of its length is based on the local Taylor

expansion of x(C) in terms of C. Specifically, in the ith iteration (i>0),
having obtained C 1 from the previous step, the Taylor expansion of x(C) has

the form

x (C) = X(l } + J(l ) ( C - c(l J ) + . (4)

where x^ = x(C^), is the Jacobian matrix
{9x /ac > evaluated at

.(1 m n )CN,/. The first two terms of the series gives a simple first-order 

approximation of x(C). Using this approximation, the next step in the 

algorithm is to minimize the following quadratic form:

,(i )
= 111

(i) J(i)(c- C(i)) -
t II

(i).. 2
x 119-9 II (5)

where X is a parameter to restrict the range of C in the minimization of Q^.

In application, X is usually called a smoothing parameter. Minimizing is
equivalent to solving the linear least squares problem

_i i"~_ -_ P Vn_ I i__ (2 - 2(l)) = '

--- (6)--/ i— -< -

i z - O - I- z--

1 »1

in which N is the number of variables in C, I.. is the NxN identity matrix and 

0N is a column of N zeros. We computed using finite-difference schemes 

in most cases, and using analytic partial derivatives of x whenever they were
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available. To solve equation (6), we employed a method of singular-value 
decomposition. The method is described in Lawson and Hanson (1974), 
pp. 190-192. Briefly, the method begins with a singular-value decomposition
of J^. (For simplicity, we shall suppress many of the indices i, the 

iteration index). The decomposition of the Jacobian matrix has the form

J = usvT

where J 1s a KxN matrix, U a KxK orthogonal matrix, V an NxN orthogonal 
matrix, and S a KxN matrix with N singular values along Its main diagonal,

0
( K>N ) .

The singular values ................. are ordered In decreasing magnitudes, l.e.,

(T > (T> . . . > <r > o.1 2 N

Let n be the number of non-zero singular values. Define the vector

(a1....................aK)T = UT[t - t(C(1 *)].

Now compute the vector y whose elements are given by

aj °j7 (°j+ *2 ) 

0

f or jsn

for n<jsN

Then the solution of (6) Is given by
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.(1+1) c(l ) + Vy

The parameter A is an auxiliary parameter for controlling the size of the step 
AC,

AC = C(l+1} - C(l} .

The length of AC can be expressed as

L(A) = II AC II =
j=1

, . .2, 2., 2 .2. .2 
(a ./o'.) (a./(a. + A ))

J J J J

1/2

Without A in equations (5) and (6)—by choosing A = 0, we are minimizing 
|| t^+ J^(C - C^) - t II with a step length of L(0). If X is 

positive, the step length taken is always less than the full length, i.e., 
L(A) < L(0). In this case, it can be shown that C^i+1^ is the solution to the 

minimization problem,

. it (i) , , (i) / r /■* (i) \ j. ii^
min IIt + J (C-C ). - t II

where C is restricted to the spherical neighborhood II C - C^ ^ II s L(A).

(See Dennis and Schnabel, 1983, Chapter 10.) Thus X constrains the search of 
for the minimum of

|| T(1) + J(1)(C - C(1))- t II 2 * II x(C)-t || 2

.(i)
to a smaller region about C We found that a full step almost always

moved C so far from that the Taylor approximation was no longer accurate.

A full step usually led to an increase instead of decrease in II t(C) -til , 

even though was minimized. We used in each retrieval a fixed A, usually
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of one or two orders of magnitude less than a, the largest singular value of 

We found no more than six iterations were usually necessary to reduce
II t(C)—t II to achieve

I T.(C) - t. | £ 0.01 ,

i = 1, 2, . . K, where 0.01 was approximately the level of instrument
noise.

It is not difficult to see that constraining the step size 11 AC 11 to a

small magnitude also contributes to maintaining the smoothness of the 
retrieved profile, for the step-by-step change from a smooth initial profile 
is performed in a gradual manner. Occasionally we have used other strategies 
provided by the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm to affect the shape of the 
retrieved profile in order to conform to additional boundary conditions. A 
discussion of such methods can be found in Chang and Weinreb (1985), 
pp. 159-160.

We have presented retrieval results in Weinreb et al., (1984, 1986, 1987), 
Chang and Weinreb (1985), Weinreb and Chang (1985). We show here a set of 
retrieved profiles from the experiment of 1985. In Figure 6, a retrieved 
ozone mixing ratio profile is compared with concurrent measurements obtaihed 
from balloon-borne electrochemical concentration cells. In Figure 7, a 
retrieved water vapor mixing ratio profile is compared with in-situ 
frost-point hygrometer measurements. The concurrent measurements for both 
ozone and water vapor were provided by S. Oltman of the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration, Environmental Research Laboratories. A retrieved 
nitric acid mixing ratio profile is given in Figure 8, superimposed with 
profiles measured in previous years by other investigators (see WM0, 1982). A 
retrieved Freon-12 mixing ratio profile is presented in Figure 9, alongside an 
envelope constructed from previous measurements (WM0, 1982), by projecting 
prior measurements to 1985 with an assumed growth rate of 5% per year. In 
this figure, the tropopause height is 15 km for the retrieved profile and 13 
km for the prior measurements. Detailed analysis of this group of retrieval 
results can be found in Weinreb and Chang (1987).

6. CONCLUSION

We have presented procedures we used for processing infrared solar 
occultation measurements to infer trace gas mixing ratios in the stratosphere. 
The basis of the procedures is a system of equations that describes the 
atmospheric physics of the measurements. We have described a matrix algorithm 
for solving the equations, and have presented some sample results. However, 
the emphasis of this report has been on the practical aspects of working with 
real data and the various irregularities. Thus, we presented geometric

17



concepts such as inference of tangent height from time of observation 
(including refraction effects). We also described the calibration of the raw
data to the "measured" atmospheric transmittances, and methods for 
compensating for instrument problems, Because of its practical emphasis, this 
report should be useful as a manual to aid scientists in designing processing
systems for occultation measurements.
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